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The Murphy Bed You Dont Install
MADRID

Model # SC113

Dimensions

“Really quite an amazing product. It arrived mostly 
assembled, and what needed to be done, went together in 
a snap. I was hesitant about making such a large purchase 
sight unseen but it arrived packed very well. I have nothing 
but praise for the product and the company.”
- Miriam - Toronto

Easy Setup Supports Up to 500lbsTraditional Mattress Sizes • •

Color MADRID - WHITE
Size QUEEN

Closed Dim W64” x H40.5” x D23.25”

Open Dim W64” x H40.5” x D80”

Model # SC11360
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“Love the bed! It is very well built and looks like a nice 
chest. It saves a lot of space allowing the bedroom to be 
used as an office or craft/sewing room. The delivery men put 
it together for us very quickly and were very professional.”                          
- Lanette - Vancouver

Premium Design
Looking for something to brighten up your space? This chest features 
a charming white finish and and a sleek silver handles.  The premium 
design is simple yet elegant, and durable enough to last for years. If 
your decorating style is rustic, traditional, or beach inspired this piece 
will fit right in!

6” HR Comfort Mattress
Long nights of tossing and turning will be a thing of the past on this 
premium mattress that is designed to align your spine and reduce 
pressure points! A far cry from fold-out couch mattresses or other 
uncomfortable convertible furniture, this bed is guaranteed to result 
in a good night’s rest.

Multifunctional
This versatile chest will transform any room into a bedroom, 
without requiring a permanently placed bed! When it’s not needed, 
it simply folds up into a compact credenza so you can show off your 
favorite decor. Great for hosting holiday guests, accommodating 
extra kids for a sleepover, or occasionally renting out the room that 
you usually use as a home office!

Quality Finish
This chest features a premium finish that ensures it maintains 
a crisp, fresh look. The durable constrution is made to withstand 
years of use, while the premium design is highly functional and 
guaranteed to brighten up any room!  If you’re looking for quality, 
value, and versatility, it can all be found with the SleepChest.


